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ABSTRACT

le

Effective instruction on a national Scale is
dependent on supplying competent teachers with comprehensive
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criteria for accountability. 'Considerations included in a complete
instructional system are:. (1)4 outcomes; (2) assessment; (3) user
experience data; (4) materials; (5) training; (6) reporting; (7) time
and Costs. The program.must specify outcomes stating what the
learners will he able to do as a result -of instruction. When. the
outcomes are clearly stated, educators can validly assess whether ,a
program is potentially worthwhile'and appropriate for a paticular"
population of students: Measures should be included that frequently.
assess pupil progress, andissessment materials should be directly
keyed to a clearly defined 'Set of_outcomes: Empirical data/regarding
the development of an instruotioffal program must not be overlooked.
Data musj be presented to indicate that outcomes have been
consistently attained during.previous use of the ,program. in a wide'
range of situations and that .learners dnd teachers have expressed
satisfaction with the system, Included must be instructional' and
supplemental materials and actiyities that are keyed directly to the
expected program outc,cmes and assessment materials. Materials for
.training teachers and other ShOol personnel and for monitoring
program performanCe are necessary. Time and cost effectiveness are
the final consideratins.:(DMT)
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CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS.

:Fred C. Niedermeyer and Michael' 4, Mancrief
, *

Ai3STRACT
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'Characteristics of'a complete ins:tructional'syStew,aiedefived..,
''' , ',4.'- 4"

Considerations included are outcomes','assessment; nseteXiierience
.

.
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..

data, materials, training, reporting,. and tfte and Cdsts:'
,

Eacb
.. . .-, ,.. . , Ths
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consideration is elaborated to ipd4ae:how l.4 antribute to;fhi

. ''... . .. . % ..

effective operation of an instructional'gystem. .
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-CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING INSTRUCTIONAL PROQRAMS

Fred C. Niedermeyer and Michael H. Moncri7f

..
, i.

Slection of instructional programs and materials for'schools is an.'
,. .

extremely important task. But.onwhat bases,do school aOthorities decide

t.

<

which reading series or which history teXt.o purchast,Fand use in their---

classrooms? Because complete instructional programs, that contain an

'adequate accountability base for teaching important learner outcomes

have not existed in the past and are in short supply at the present,

schools have had-to select textbooks and supplementary resource

materials lacking in analytical and empirical soundneSs:

school authorities,have based their selection decisions on analyses

of the content and, in good measure, on the cosmetics of the materials

themselves. As cOnsequence, with the great variability in teacher k

. S

competence and practice, schools are often disappointed with the

, resulting record,orpupil performance.

In recentyears,puhlishers, educators, and the...R & D community

.

,,have.begUn to address.the problem. Uniformly, they realize that

,demonstrably -mote effective instruction On a national scale is,dependent

upon supplying comPetent teachers with comprehensive instructional

LmaterialS and procedures that meet some kind of minimum criteria with

respect to,analytic and empiriCal soundness.

.Herein lies'theproblem: How does the Concerned educator see to it

,that quality Materials ,are produced that do indeed. meet minimum criteria?

.He 'doesn',. directly, But as a.'professional_decision-maker, the consi-
=

derations he uses in selecting a.nstructj.onal programs: if' sufficiently

. . ,

.%
=.:.
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uniforui across the profession, will quickly serve to establish industry':
,

standards. Not so quickly produced, however, are'the resulting instruc-
.

tional materials aI pfocedures that reliably produce prespeci£ied results.

Patience from the prpfes'sion may be required, but not without A continti-

irmhard line of questioning.

Figure 1 contains'a checklist of questions which, if answered

'positively, will go far in assuring schools of-effective instruction

on a national scale. ,Theconsiderations reflected' in the checklist

are not intended to be exhaustive; the individual User may wish to

consider many other possible characteristics of an instructional program.

However, the considerations are intended to define a complete instruc-

tional program. A program that does not includd thtse elements is

incomplete, and shouldbe recognized as such.

CONSIDERATION 1: Does the instructional program Specify outcomes
stating what the learners Will.q)e'able to do as "a
`result oT *instruction? -

It is only when the outcomes to be accomplished by the leathersa

a program are clearly stated that educat9rs can validly assess whether

a program is potentially worthwhile and appropriate oraparticular

population of. students: For example, one outcome of a beginning reading

program'might be for children to.ound out new words compOsed of

previously learned l&ttef sounds. One outcome of a Social studies'

pfogram might be for students.to distinguish Tact from opinion in

.h , .

.
., .

,
.

.

'historical '1,4Titings and news articles. Qr, an art program might include

an outcome in which students draw human and animal figures in correct,

size proportion.

I

.
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. ' .Checklisto

Figure 1

COnsideretions in, Selecting Instructional Programs

Outcomes.. Does the ipstrqctional progra1n specify outcomes
ktattng.Whgt thelearners will be able' to do'as a result of

instruction?
.:

Assessment. ,Aie.measureS'inclUdedthat frequently assess pupil

progress towards program outcomes ?''

Usar-Experiepte Data. rAre data presented tb indicate that
'-(1)'outcomesave been consistently attained during previous

. -

use of the prolFam in a wide range -of situations and "(2) learners,

teachers, ,and gtilers inyolved in the, program have expressed

satisfaction with the systethf
.

. , .

'4. -Materiais. Are instructional and supplemental materials and

activities ihcluded that.are keyed direCtly to the expected

progarti outcomes'and assessment Materials?

'
A 1

Training. .Are materils'and'piOcedures included for training

teachers and other scho617personnel'to use the specified instruc-'-

tional 'materialS and procedures? c

. ,

111.111/

. fkeportirw.l. Are.materials 'and prOcedures included 'for teachers
and administrators to monitor program - 'performance sc as to

4;dentify and correct instructional problems?

.

.,,,Xide.anS-Costs. Are the.4me,and cost requirements for establishing
-.4nd operating the.instructional system acceptable to those involved

'and reasonablelin 'terms of expected outcomes for learners?

'

.

4
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Spetific Oiitcome statements should not be confused with the global

the ric'that aCcompaLes many programs: For example, the statements

''':.audents'w4./1 learnilitizenShip'skills required for a democratic

1'society", '!ChildrensChiIdrep will exhibita).0-month,growth on ,a standardized

reading test at the end of six mOnthS" are vague and tell little'abbut.
. , t,

. v q r
'what students will actually leirn td db during, the school year

. ,
4

Whed ifttructional outcomes are wall- stated, 0.ogramS can be.,-
4

compared on the basis of the skills to be taught. Educators; parents,

and community members can then determine which Set of outcomes appears

most worthwhile-aiid appropriate for studentsto'attain. Also, as will

be sqen, only instructional programs based on clearly specified oUt'--

comes will 'be able to satisfy.many Ofthe remaining'cOnsiderations;

- ,

, ,

CONSIDERATION Ate m les included that frequently assess 151141:4..

Jorogres warts.provamoutcomes?-

Without approprialeasses pt mYterialS and.procedures, it is

',nearly Ylmpgssible 'tcoletermine if a, program is, effectively following,,
)

. through on,its' stated outCOmes: Asseas4nt,materials shOuld be.directIy-
4 , , . , .

.

,-L., / ,. ,

keyedsto, a_clearlyidefined:set of out6omes'. For example,, if an outcome
) ).

,,
., ,. .,

- a
. , ,

states
,

that-;,geudents
are4

'to' draw hutan psures wifh the bOdY andfiOal

parts. in 'correct.size.propprtion,,then the assessment shOuld'require

r

students, to .draw human,figures"*-not answer t A irue:qaise questons about
,

. .';.. :- '

the; various, 'N-Oportigns.
. -

. . .' . .

,..s,

-;Mani'-differeiAjcirms of assessment are possible,'including obSer,-.'
,..

ks, 4 .:, ,-,\ -, .4.. ).,,
'

, #

-..

;-vations, written ands 'Or4r6ests, ,and completed prplects. Whatever forM
. .

cr, Assasmen't-i,;proided, however, it shoule,speCifically evalUate the

-4
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stated outcomes of the program,' so as-to allow'the teacher.O make

instructional decisions about ,individual students.

',Many programs provide achieVement,tests or use at the- end of the'
sch6o1 year, and these are u-seful for summative,evaluation of the

k

program. However, more frequent 7ssessment is also,needed. To'help
Th.

a student learn-effectively, the teachet needs to kholVexactly,where

the student is`haying.difficulty. This inforMation is he4adthrouggut

the, school year when there is still time ta providethe'need'ed'instructiOn.

.,

Programa that.tonta0 appropriate assessment materials fora se-
\

quence of outcomes over a range of Aill-,leveis lend t'he'mselves, td the'

mula4leW or non-graded approach. 'Entry-skills tests permit the ,

,

placement children in these programs atieVels corresppriding.tptheir'

,Skills pr rather than to their age,or grade in school..,
. ;

- IChildren /may tbe4progrest through the program, at a level that is

zeifistilc'and apprppriate to their needs and

Ark additional advantage, of an outcomes-base4 prograt Containing

appropriate assessment is,that teachers and pupils find it rewarding

and motivating to tegularlY see empirical evidence of growth. In a,
\ . % 0,

welS-developed instructional system, the results of assessment are
. ,

us / ally positive and they can be shared with those Concerned. If .the

4P'
.

4 6

-.4. r sults are not positive, then it signals that changes need to.-be

4
ormulated and tried out. Subsequent assessments will evaluatethe

efficacy of such changes.
4

V". 4,
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CONSIDERATION 3: :Are data presented to indicate that (1) outcomes have

, been consistently attained ddindoreVious use of the
ptogram.in a- wide range of situations. and' (2) learner's,

teachers,-and others involved in the program have'expressed
'tatisfaction with the 'system?

'The 'anlwer:to this question' determines whether a program has actually

`been quality verified in schools or whether it is a,first-draft effort of

1,
,undetermined effectiveness. Reports of development of outcomes-based

instructional system§ invariably show how early versions of a program

are modified considerably to increase its effectiveness. Through,a series

uf revisions,agd tryouts, "bugs" can be worked out of a'program. until it

does reliably promote the intended outcomes. A program field tested in

a variety Of school locations and situations allow's the potenti4a1 user to,.

better estimateprogram_operation for his own situation. Yet, in a

-fairly recent,EPTE report ,(American Education, 971), it -1-.7as estimated

that less than two percent of all instractional,programs-available on the

educational market at that mime had been tested prior to,publication.

Empirical data regarding the development of:an instructional program

must not be overlooked. Too "Often developers and publishers rely ()AA

,few carefully-chen,tei'timoniaiS to su1star4iale,the credibility of a

program: :While such testitonials.'are.prvariably pOsitive, they may nOt
,

be repre'sentative of.the,majority.of usek,s, Quantitative data should be

presented when Tdporting the cognitive and affective effectiveness of a

A

program.
., t e

, PriMary,criteria for determining the effectiveness of, an Instructional

41.. ,., , .
..'.:

,program artdata,reegulting from assessment of the program's stated putcomes.

.

These data should clearly indicate the Contribution of the instructional
, . -

, . ,.-

'4 ,

10
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program,,Iri promoting the outcomes (i.e., baseline data and control groups);

.

.

SThey should be straightforward'and interpretable', o that a atatisti-
.z,

.cian is. not required,to-evaluate their credibility,

CONSMERATIOK 4:" Arg instructional and supplemental materials and
activities included that are keyed directly to `the'.

,expected.program outcomes and assessment materials?

amination of instructional materials has traditionally, been the

primary b. is for program selection. ,Although factors such as visual

appeal And bye all durability are important selection considerations,

. ,

.

they should not ou weIgh the instructional value of the materials

themselves.

, , . .

Instructional mater a should be keyed directly to the outcomes'
.,A

._ ,, _. - .

.. . .

shouldof the program;-that is,, they should provide the Means for the stuaent

to practice and imprOve-the skills defined in the program's' outcomes.

If the stated outcomes of an art program include drawing basic Shapes

and designs, for example, the instructional materials should proVide
*

children opportunities to practice these,skills. Of course, it is also

imperative that' instructional materials" be interesting and appealing to"

students, and be convenient and easy f,a teachers to-use.

:*In addition, instructional materials should, include procedures or
o

'suggestions for supplementary, activities for children whose performance
.

in the program's assessment che'cks indicate the need k'or further instruc-,

tion. 'Supplemental practice can take a number of forms, including -

specially designed exercises that are individually administered by

student tutors or adult paraprofdasionals. Whatever form supplemental

instruction takes, it should be directly related to the program outcomes.

11,
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CONSIDERATION 5: Are materials and procedures include6.fo training
teachers and other school personnel to use the speci-
fied instructionarand assessment materialsand'
procedures?

'The larger tha program, the more important this consideration becomes.

For example, the avai3ability of training materials is more 'critical

when selecting a complete elementary'school reading program than'when

selecting a two` -week unit on map skills., For outcomes-based programs
\

'of,at least a semester or year in duration, a traditional teacher'Stext

is usually insufficient for acquainting:teachers with the procedures for

conducting the program. The instructional, assessment, and supplemental

activities ,in an outcomes-based program are new to most teachers and

require the use of specialized materials and procedures (Niede'meyer, 1971).

Many programs offer'excellentanstructional manuals and training. These
..^ ,f

1

'. training materials cle4rly idettity'and define the responsibilities of
' 4 ,4 i

,.. '1

.

,a
, , t_

ll'Rerdmille involved,in program operation, including supervisors',
t, , . , , , .

admin1ratets, paraftofessionalso and parents, as well as teachers.

, 'fo help teachers ,attaillinit:ructional success, the training should

,., .. /
:

proVigt cleaystand'Ardsor expectations of clesS performance. For ex-
P

. ,
,c'

,'

aMgle, teachers should be given some idea of the average time required

Afor most classes to comple.te'an instructional unit, and of the levels
.,. t ,, , .; r$ , *of achievement that most children should atfain.

.

.P.,

-..
$

CONSIDERATION'6: Are mafdrials and arocedures included far'teachers and
administrators monitor Pftgram.perfarmance So-as to

: identify,and correct instructional programs?

A complete
,:instruetiahalpr.Ogram:'contains,a

systeni for reporting

ClaSs, koraS:S on a regular besii,.tOtonly:',toc,hLp teachers and sUper-
,

,i' ,

visors improve pupil:performance, but 'also to keep.rele-jant audiences

4
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(parents, principals, teachers, supervisors, board'members) informed

of class, school, and district progress during the year. This performance ,

reporting system should be keyed- to the outcpmes and assessment materials .

defined for the instructional program.

The performance reports can be completed by .the teacher, or a

computerized system can be used to score tests and print out status

reports. In either case, teachers and administrators will have avail-
**

able report data to identify those areas where instruction needs to

,

be analyzed and mokifiedl. iS important that the system include tested1

procedures for teachers and supervisors to use when analyzing and modifying
4

ijtruction to remediate:learning problems (Niedermeyer & Fischer, 1974).

With a performance reporting system, the notion of instruction

accountability becomes operational in a positive way. Parents are right-
. ,

fully informed of their children's specific skill proficiencies. TeaChers,'

administrators, an& supervisors have the means to identify and correct

instructional problems' when and where they occur: In short,.on the'

basis of pupil performance data, educators can make substantialo

instructional decisions and rid themselves of the blame- casting mold,

traditionally used to explain away classroom learning failures.

2-

CONSIDERATION 7:. Are the time and cost requiretents for establishing
and operating the instructional system acodptat-le,to
those involved and reasonable in terms Of expected

'learner outcomes?,

Time and costs involved final conside ation in selecting an

I ' .

instructional program. Some prog ams reclireext 0Sive tether training

40%
(e.g., up to six'weeks); others require the invplvementy'm/ mly persons

and perhaps a substantial curriculum adjustment. The ,schbol staff must

13
I' I.
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-

he prepared to accept, install, and olerate.snch vroOams. The decision';
1-

asto' whether the, time and. expense involved is worth the effort fn. terms

of the benefits to be derived'from the prqgram ultimately-inVolves the
r

nature and cuality of the instructional program and Its outcomes. If

incomplete or'pobrly,conceiv'ed and developeO, thee proaram
,
is'likely tos

make inefficient-use of everyone's time and should' not be selected.

Clearly, the type of program defined by these considerations (Fig. 1.)

has requirements different.from.traditional instructional texts. Systemati-
i

c'evelopcd, research -based instructional programs are relatively new

and have not as yet aueared on the educational market in large numbers.,

.Raising the questionsciaherent,in ehe considerations, will', however, in-
.e -

.
.

. .

crease the likelih4pd thatpublishers will accelerate development and
.. . .

availability of such programs. As these programs do become available,
.

those interested in obtaining effective, reliable

schools will do well to seek them out.

4

1

instruction for their
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